
Multi-Level BOMs



We like big BOMs and we cannot lie



Where We’re Going
What’s the Cost? - do we understand the actual costing of a BOM and can we get 

better estimates? 

Order Entry & Mgmt - how are we planning to manage our subassemblies? Can we 

manage these across multiple layers of assemblies and understand impact on the top 

level?

BOM Entry - how fast can you create a multi-level BOM? And what are your options?

- Copy rev; copy labor plan; BOM component add; BOM import (the hidden tool)



BOM Tree
Subassembly BOM costing

The rollup cost of the subassembly is captured as ‘material cost’ of the sub

Traverses all the way down



BOM Costing - Estimates



Costing Estimates - Top-Level Material Estimates
Component/material costing - uses Default Cost pricing engine (typically Last Buy)

Need Screenshot of BOM overview



BOM Costing - Subassembly Rollup
Subassembly material rollup cost is captured as ‘material cost’ of the sub PLUS labor



Costing Estimates - Subassembly Rollup
Subassembly BOM costing - traverses through every layer of the BOM to lowest level

The rollup cost of the subassembly is captured as ‘material cost’ of the sub

Traverses all the way down



BOM Costing - Labor Estimates
Derived from the labor plan - time estimates for a location/operations

- Rates are system-wide config, work location-specific, or user-defined



BOM Costing - Labor Estimates
Total labor estimate - estimate in minutes leveraging config setting for rates



BOM Costing - Labor Estimates
Labor estimate on BOM Overview



Costing Estimates - BOM Quoting
BOM worksheet - the estimates that will be compared to the actuals

● Screenshot of BOM quote

○ Material costing & Labor

Pulls from the permanent BOM record



Costing Estimates - BOM Quoting
Pulls costing record for materials and labor - through every level of assembly

● Screenshot of BOM quote

○ Material costing & Labor

Pulls from the permanent BOM record



BOM Costing - Analysis (what’s the damage?)
Per invoice

- Details / Serials

- Costing Analysis 

Invoice Cost Comparison



BOM Costing Analysis - Per Invoice
Details/Serials & Cost Analysis



BOM Costing Analysis - Details / Serials
Material and Labor Estimates based on BOM Overview



BOM Costing Analysis - Details / Serials
Compared to the Material and Labor according to actual consumption



BOM Costing Analysis - Details / Serials
Component-level material costs compared to STD Costs for deviation

- Subassembly includes link to Details/Serial for its internal invoice 



BOM Costing Analysis - Cost Analysis
High level view of each layer of subassemblies, with links to drill down into the details

- Includes Labor and Material actual costs



BOM Costing Analysis - Cost Analysis
High level view of each layer of subassemblies, with links to drill down into the details

- Includes Labor and Material actual costs



BOM Costing - Invoice Cost Comparison
Report comparing the estimate of the BOM Overview to the actuals in the Invoice



BOM Costing - Invoice Cost Comparison
Report comparing the estimate of the BOM Overview to the actuals in the Invoice



BOM Costing - Invoice Cost Comparison
Report comparing the estimate of the BOM Overview to the actuals in the Invoice



BOM Costing - Invoice Cost Comparison
Click into the invoices to drill down into the details

Filter the Intercompany flag to see customer shipments or internal builds

Filter by prcpart and see the trends over time for a specific BOM





Order Entry & Mgmt
How do we manage the building and material planning for subassemblies?

- Work Orders - Suborders; Batch Build

- With Top - phantom assemblies

Order Mgmt tips / tricks - related orders; order material

- Will correlate with the Prod Mgmt and Scheduling classes



Work Orders - Commit to Order Screen
Subassembly Build Options - Yes, No, With Top



Build YES
Creating Suborders



Build YES
Setting Qty to build on suborders leveraging Qty Avail for subassembly

- Qty Need minus Qty Avail (set_orders_based_on_avail)



Build YES - Order Mgmt
Order Numbering



Build YES - Order Mgmt
Related Orders - manage build quantities & check status



Build YES - Order Mgmt
Related Orders - adjust Work Start Date, Ship Date, and Dock Date

- Leverage Labor Days (based on labor path) and/or Lead Time to refactor



Build NO - Overbuilding
Batch building - leveraging MRP to plan out the production of the subassemblies and 

streamline the order entry process



Build NO - Overbuilding
Batch building - leveraging MRP to plan out the production of the subassemblies and 

streamline the order entry process



Build NO - Overbuilding
MRP - see Qty need according to earliest Need Date compiled across all work orders

- Option: manage demand through ROP (re-order point) w/ EOQ or Forecasts 



Build NO - Overbuilding
MRP - see Qty need according to earliest Need Date compiled across all work orders

- Option: manage demand through ROP (re-order point) w/ EOQ or Forecasts 



Build NO - Order Mgmt
Prod Mgmt - managing subassemblies based on qty avail and short flags

- Tools include: Show Prod Mgmt flag



Build NO - Order Mgmt
Prod Mgmt - managing subassemblies based on qty avail and short flags

- Tools include: Show Prod Mgmt flag



Build NO - Order Mgmt
Prod Mgmt - managing subassemblies based on qty avail and short flags

- Tools include: Show Prod Mgmt flag; Order Material (looking for short materials)



Build NO - Order Mgmt
Prod Mgmt - managing subassemblies based on qty avail and short flags

- Tools include: Show Prod Mgmt flag; Order Material (looking for short materials)



WITH TOP



WITH TOP
Rolls up the material and labor plan for a subassembly into the parent

- Traverses every layer of a BOM to include all components and labor steps for 

subassemblies in flat single work order

Why would you use WITH TOP?

- The compromise between Engineering and Production to support highly complex 

BOMs with a simple production process

- For cost accounting, captures cost of material and labor to one work order



WITH TOP - Order Mgmt
Material Impact - replaces a subassembly with its components



WITH TOP - Order Mgmt
Material Impact - BOM Management shows the components by subassembly



WITH TOP
Labor impact - Work instructions and estimates included (these print to your work 

order docs)



WITH TOP - Order Mgmt 
Create multi-level BOM on Order edit



WITH TOP - Order Mgmt 
Create multi-level BOM on Order edit 



BOM Creation



BOM Creation
BOM Quote / BOM Revision Import - Import one by one



BOM Creation
Import a BOM a time with a template - creates new parts in Cetec



BOM Creation
Multi-Level BOM Import



BOM Creation
Multi-Level BOM Import - import all levels of a BOM



BOM Creation
Multi-Level BOM Import



BOM Creation
Multi-Level BOM Import - additional fields



BOM Creation - Labor Plans



BOM Creation
Labor Plan - Copy from Revision

- Copy and edit



BOM Creation
Labor Plan - Copy from Revision

- Copy and edit



BOM Creation
Labor Plan - Master Revision for a ‘template’

- Edits to the master revision are maintained for all linked BOM rev labor plans





Questions!


